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Abstract 
 

The main objectives of this master thesis are to explore the effectiveness of nonlinear 

mixed effects model for longitudinal data. Mixed effect models allow to investigate 

the nature of relationship between the time-varying covariates and the response while 

also capturing the variations of subjects. I investigate the robustness of the 

longitudinal models by building up the complexity of the models starting from 

multiple linear models and ending up with additive nonlinear mixed models. I use a 

dataset where firms’ leverage are explained by four explanatory variables in addition 

to a grouping factor that is the firm factor.  

The models are compared using comparison statistics such as AIC, BIC and by a 

visual inspection of residuals. Likelihood ratio test has been used in some nested 

models only. 

The models are estimated by maximum likelihood and restricted maximum likelihood 

estimation.  

The most efficient model is the nonlinear mixed effects model which has lowest AIC 

and BIC. The multiple linear regression model failed to explain the relation and 

produced unrealistic statistics.  

 

Keywords: Longitudinal data, machine learning techniques, splines, 
mixed effects, leverage. 
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We are what we repeatedly do. 
Excellence, therefore, is not an act, 
but a habit. –  
Aristotle.  
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1. Introduction 
In a single level dataset, investigating changes of relation between covariates over time 

includes studying the relation between and within subjects. The repeated measurements 

of financial performance are taken from firms and will attract our focus to investigate 

two types of information: information about changes between subjects (i.e. firms in this 

study), and changes within individual firms. 

In order to achieve this investigation, we need to explain some important expressions, 

such as longitudinal and cross-sectional. According to the Oxford Dictionary, the term 

longitudinal means “running lengthwise rather than across”. Longitudinal information 

is therefore a synonym to “within-subject information” i.e., information that comes 

from repeated measures collected on one firm over time. Another important term is 

Cross-sectional which is according to the Oxford Dictionary has a meaning of “cut 

through something, especially at right angles to an axis”. Cross-sectional information is 

therefore a synonym to “between-firm information” i.e., information that comes from 

measures collected from different firms at any given time point. We will, however, call 

the collection of these two approaches as “Longitudinal Analysis” and the models used 

are longitudinal models, following all other researchers that worked on the same type 

of analysis.  

A longitudinal data approach has several advantages when compared to a cross-section 

approach, see e.g. Chen & Hammes (2003). It is often used in empirical financial 

research because with increasing number of data points, degrees of freedom are 

increased and collinearity among explanatory variables is reduced, thus the efficiency 

of econometric estimates is improved. Another advantage of longitudinal data is that it 

can control for individual heterogeneity due to hidden factors, which, if neglected in 

time-series or cross-section estimations leads to biased results. In this thesis 

heterogeneity is captured by firm specific/random effects depending on the 

characteristics of the data set. 

In Chapter 2, I describe the dataset and how I clean it. In Chapter 3 I detail the models 

and methods that are used in the thesis. The models are multiple linear regression, 

mixed effects model and non-linear mixed models. Each section involves a detailed 

description of each method in addition to a section that describes how the model is 

estimated in the R language. Chapter 3 also consists of additional sections that 

describes concepts such as the interclass correlation, parameter estimation, the 

likelihood ratio, the AIC, BIC criterion and the standard error. Chapter 4 involves a 

description of the results. The most challenging part is to visualize the performance of 

the longitudinal models, because of the huge number of groups/ firms. I therefore, 

mainly depend AIC, BIC and residual plots when comparing models. All the results in 

this thesis was produced in R.  
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Background  

The motivation for analysing leverage comes from a research was based on 

measurements of financial performance taken from the previous study by Rajan et al. 

(1995). That study involved a comparative and investigative approach aimed to 

determine whether capital structure in other countries is related to factors similar to 

those appearing to influence the capital structure of the USA. Rajan and Zingales were 

the first people who think and collect the information from firms from seven countries. 

Later, other researchers just continue utilizing and updating the dataset. Rajan & 

Zingales (1995) did empirical testing for the period 1990 through 1995 on firms in 

Canada, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Sweden, UK, and the USA. Other researchers refer 

to this dataset as Rajan & Zingales dataset, and I will use the same terminology in this 

thesis. 

Villani et al. (2012) analyzed a similar dataset, but that study tackled only a single 

year, 1992. They modeled the conditional densities of the response variable leverage, 

utilizing smooth mixture models and Bayesian variable selection to capture the 

substantial nonlinearities in the data. They treated leverage as a proportions using a 

smooth mixture of Beta densities with the mean and over-dispersion parameter in each 

component both being functions of covariates. Xue (2012) focused on stability of the 

models for leverage over separate years, and she created a cross-sectional study in 

order to check for the robustness of flexible models. Similar work have also been done 

by Chen and Hammes (2003) in which the longitudinal nature of the data was 

considered for the first time. 

 With the exception of Chen and Hammes (2003), none of the previous papers 

considered the longitudinal nature of the data for all years. Chen & Hammes worked 

on Rajan & Zingales data with a more detailed view as they considered the countries of 

the firms, the size of each firm, and the field of activity of each firm. In addition, they 

compared their results from panel data methods with those obtained by using a cross-

sectional approach in Rajan & Zingales (1995). They accounted for the structure of the 

data by utilizing the panel data analysis in which they captured both the cross-section 

and the time dimension. The estimations were both efficient and consistent. Their 

study of the listed firms in the seven selected countries had provided empirical 

evidence that, to the extent that average debt ratio differs across countries. They 

employed theoretical models of capital structure and applied to a sample of the seven 

countries and analyzed the determinants of capital structures in those countries and the 

possible explanations of the discrepancy. They come up with a conclusion that the 

influential elements of capital structure are identical in the seven countries and the 

borrowing is significantly related to variables such as size, profitability, tangibility and 

Market to Book ratio. The dataset used in my study does not contain information about 

the countries level, field of activity and the size of firms. The dataset, therefore, does 

not involve further levels than the firm level.  
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Objective  

The main objectives of this master thesis are to investigate the nature of relationship 

between leverage and the time-varying longitudinal covariates. Special focus will be 

given to the analysis of the variations between firms and how this aspect affects the 

conclusions, especially for nonlinear models. I expect to achieve these objectives by 

applying and extending linear models to nonlinear models. In particular, three classes 

of statistical models, the linear model, mixed model and nonlinear mixed models, will 

be used to select variables to arrive at a statistical model explaining variation in the 

leverage of firms. It will be of specific interest to see if leverage performances differ 

between firms and within firms. 
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2. Data 
 

This data was initially created by Rajan & Zingales (1995) and has been updated by 

other researchers. The dataset has a few problems such as a low number of 

observations per firm. For example, some firms do not appear in the study more than 

two times. In multilevel models, data requirements for longitudinal modelling basically 

depend on having multiple measures from the same object in order to follow the 

change. I will therefore need at least three observations as a minimum to obtain an 

informative variances. Having more observed occasions reveals better description of 

the form of change, and more subjects to be studied yields better estimates of 

individual differences in change and better prediction of those individual differences 

Hoffman, (2010).  
 

Cleansing of data 

The raw dataset was big and suffer from outliers that extremely affect the 

operations of analysis. The winsorization method by Lewis (2008) is a very 

useful method to handle this and of replacing extreme data values with less 

extreme values (nearest percentile). After cleansing, the dataset consists of 11634 

observations that belong to 1000 firms. 

The proposed approach to winsorization is to try to just move the data points that are 

likely to be troublesome.  That is, extreme data points are moved to a near 

quantile. Winsorization involves changing the covariates only. The idea is to transform 

the extreme values to be within a reasonable range, to reduce the effect of spurious 

outliers. The method truncates all outliers to certain percentile w and all data below 

(w/2)th percentile are set to the  (w/2)th and the above of  (1-w/2)th percentile are set to 

(1-w/2)th. See Figures of plotting leverage vs covariates in Figure 2.1. See also the 

distribution of densities in Appendix B, Figure 1. 

Variables 

The following variables are in the dataset. 

• Leverage. It is the response variable.  

• Market leverage is defined as book value of debt divided by book value 

of debt plus market capitalization of the equity. Oxford dictionary 

describes leverage as 

the amount of debt that has been used to finance activities. A company 

with much more debt than equity is generally called "highlyleveraged." 

Too much leverage is thought to be unhealthy, but many firms use lever

age in order to expand operations. 

 

• Tangibility (tang). It is the ratio of fixed assets to total assets.  

• Market-to-book ratio (mbtr). I define it as market value of equity plus debt 

divided by total assets.  

• Logarithm of sales (logsale). It is the volume of the sale of the firm. 

• Profitability (profit). It is the earnings of firms before interest, depreciation and 

taxes divided by total assets. 

• Time stands for years in which the data were collected from firms. 

http://financial-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Equity
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• Firm name: denoted by a number and the name is shorten in the table to “FiD” 

in the thesis, the structure variable by which I learn machine about the structure 

part of the data. 

See Table 2.1 for descriptive statistics and Figure 2.1 for covariates correlation 

 

Variables Mean StD Median Min Max Range Skew Kurtosis se 

leverage -0.84 1.63 1.43 -8.05 11.6 19.65 0.51 2.39 0.02 

tang  0.26 0.23 0.19 0.01 0.79 0.77 1.01 -0.05 0 
mbtr 2.24 1.91 0.81 0.7 9.12 8.42 2.25 4.76 0.02 

logsale 4.67 2.45 2.52 -0.5 9.22 9.72 -0.14 -0.52 0.02 

Profit 0.02 0.26 0.11 -0.96 0.29 1.26 -2.24 5.07 0 

Table 2.1: Descriptive statistics. 

 

Figure 2.1. Scatter plot of the studied variables. 

Figure 2.1 suggests a clear trend relation between leverage vs tang, mbtr, logsale & 

profit. However, the kind of trend will be uncovered throughout this thesis. 
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3. Methods  
This section contains a description of the statistical methods used in the thesis. 

They are multiple linear regression, linear mixed models and nonlinear mixed models 

obtained by including natural splines in mixed models. I will also discuss strategies for 

model comparison. 

 

Multiple linear regression  

The simple linear regression finds the line that best fit the data (x1, y1), …, (xi, yi). The 

best line regression passes through the point (x̄, ȳ) and the straight line is: 

y = bX + ε 

where b = the slope of the line b =
∑ (xi−x̅)n

i=1 (yi−y̅)

∑ (xi−x̅)n
i=1

2 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ε = y-intercept, i.e. the value of 

y where the line intersects with the x-axis. The best fitting line is the line for which the 

sum of the squared distances between each of the n data points and the line is as small 

as possible. 

Similarly, the basic multiple linear regression model attempts to model the relation 

between two or more explanatory variables and a response variable by fitting a linear 

equation to observed data. The model contains additive terms and is of the form 

 

yi = Xi
′βi + εi,         (3.1) 

where Xi
′ represent vector of the independent variables, βi are regression parameters 

and εi is the error term. The multiple regression models assume that εi is normal and 

independent with E(εi)=0 and Var(εi)= σ2. Every value of the independent variable x is 

associated with a value of the dependent variable y.  

The linear model is fitted separately by least-squares. In the least-squares method, the 

best fitting line for the observed data is calculated by minimizing the sum of the 

squares of the vertical deviations from each data point to the line.  

I utilize the lm function in R-stats package to fit the linear regression model. The lm 

function uses R’s formula notation where the symbol ~ separates the response and 

explanatory variables. In addition to parameter estimates, the lm function returns the 

standard errors, R-squared, p-values, and also the AIC, BIC and log likelihood values.  

Mixed effects models 

 

Mixed-effects models are used in the longitudinal data where units are grouped. The 

groups are assumed to be randomly sampled from a "population" of groups. However, 

the fixed effects are similar to standard regression coefficients and are estimated 

directly. 

If there are both random and fixed effects in a model then the model is a mixed effect 

model. The most basic mixed effects model adds a random intercept to the model, and 

set the correlation between the random intercept and slopes to zero. 

The mixed effects model for the i:th subject is of the form 

 

𝑌𝑖 = 𝑋𝑖𝛽 + 𝑍𝑖𝑏𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖        (3.2) 

  

𝛽=(𝑝 × 1) vector of fixed effects, firm-specific regression parameters of the covariates 
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𝑏𝑖=(𝑞 × 1) vector of random effects 

𝑏𝑖 = β0 + u,          (3.3) 

β0= the overall intercept,         (3.4) 

and u ∼ iidN(0, τ2), τ2 the variation between firms 

𝜖𝑖 ∼ iidN(0, σ2), σ2 Within firm variation. εit is the occasion level residuals 

𝑋𝑖=(𝑛𝑖 × 𝑝) matrix of covariates 

𝑍𝑖=(𝑛𝑖 × 𝑞) matrix of covariates, with (𝑞 ≤ 𝑝), 

𝑍𝑖, is known design matrix linking the vector of random effects 𝒃𝒊 to 𝒀𝒊. 

The columns of 𝑍𝑖 are a subset of columns of 𝑋𝑖 

The particular subset of the regression parameter 𝜷 that varies randomly is determined 

by the columns of 𝑋𝑖that comprise𝒁𝒊. 

That is any component of 𝜷can be allowed to vary randomly by simply including the 

corresponding column of 𝑿𝒊in 𝒁𝒊 the design matrix for the random effects 𝒃𝒊. 

The 𝑖𝑖𝑑 notation means independent and identically distributed and refers to the fact 

that error terms and random effects with different values of the subscript are 

independent but share a common distribution Fitzmaurice et al.,( 2011). 

This part of the section is divided into sections in which I explain the different parts of 

the longitudinal model. 

 

Fixed effects 

 
The fundamental idea underlying fixed effects models is the control of all potential 

confounding variables that remain stable across repeated measurement occasions and 

whose effects on the response are assumed to be constant over time Fitzmaurice et al.,( 

2011). We can generally call the model of fixed effects as the model of the means that 

includes the fixed intercept and/or slope(s). Since mostly it is not assumed that the 

average effect of an interesting explanatory variable is exactly zero, almost always the 

model will include the fixed effect of all explanatory variables under consideration 

Snijders, (2005). 

 

 

Random effects 

 
Random effects must have a form of random intercepts and/or random slopes 

coefficients. The grouping structure of the data may consist of multiple levels of nested 

groups. The groups are assumed to be randomly sampled from a "population" of 

groups. One can also have random coefficients on individual explanatory variables to 

see if the coefficients varies between subjects (firms). 

 

When we refer to the randomness of the model we just add another subscript such as i  
to the parameters, see equation (3.2). Therefore, the longitudinal model (3.2) represents 

a random intercepts and slopes. 

Generally, the random part of the longitudinal model should at least have a random 

intercept or random intercept & random slope to be accounted as random effects.  The 

number of random slopes are decided by the researcher, using for example the AIC 

criterion. 
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The differences between units (firms) in terms of the effect of any explanatory variable 

on the dependent variable “leverage” is obtained by allowing that explanatory variable 

which is already exists in the fixed part, to randomly vary within the population of the 

firms too. I strive to test and estimate the variance of these random effects across this 

population. Such an effect is also called a random slope Snijders, (2005). 

Mixed effects 

Mixed effects model describes how the response of the individual changes over time. It 

takes into account between-individual heterogeneity by adding random effects to a 

subset of covariates of interest. These added random effects allow covariate 

coefficients to vary randomly from one individual to another, thereby providing an 

individual response trajectory over time.  

Mixed effects models treat β  as random, rather than fixed, and assume that they are 

uncorrelated with measured covariates included in the regression model; that is, 

the β are assumed to be uncorrelated with Xij and also uncorrelated with 

 εit Fitzmaurice et al., ( 2011). This particular finding can be seen in the Appendix B, 

Figure 2. 

When these assumptions do not hold for the data at hand, and some of the between-

subject variation in the  β includes unmeasured characteristic of subjects that are 

correlated with the covariates of the interest,  Xij, then the linear mixed effects model 

can yield biased estimates of the effects of Xij  on Yij and seems that only fixed model is 

preferred. However, there are two reasons why the mixed effects model might often be 

preferred. First, mixed effects model allow for the estimation with both time-varying 

and time-invariant covariates; in contrast, fixed effects models cannot estimate the 

effects of time-invariant covariate. Second the cost of efficiency in fixed models could 

be quite high when models provide unbiased estimates of the effects of time-varying 

covariates, it will generally yield larger standard errors for those estimated effects than 

those produced by mixed effects model Fitzmaurice et al.,( 2011) 

In summary, from models (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) we can obtain estimates of the random 

intercepts and slopes and to obtain estimates of the within firm variation σ2and  the 

between firm variation τ2.  σ2 is obtained from ϵi  i.e. the time- and individual-specific 

residual and  τ2 is obtained from u i.e. the firm-specific deviation from their mean. 

I am using the nlme package in R to estimate nonlinear mixed, especially the function 

lme. The model generally is an additive model. The lme function also uses R’s formula 

notation with separate models for the fixed and random effects parts. The output 

includes parameter estimates, standard errors and p-values. In addition we can 

separately obtain AIC, log likelihood and the correlation matrix of the covariates.   
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Non-linear Mixed Models 

The main idea underlying natural cubic splines is to model nonlinearities by taking a 

variable and then make a new variable based on that one by some sort of 

transformation. That new variable is called a basis function. B-splines is a spline 

function that has minimal support with respect to a given degree of smoothness, and 

domain partition. The support of a mathematical function is the set of points for which 

it takes non-zero values Yagiu, (1991). Any spline function of given degree can be 

expressed as a linear combination of B-splines of that degree. B-splines have defined 

by knots at the values in covariate-space. The spline design generates a basis matrix for 

representing the family of piecewise-cubic splines with the specified sequence of 

interior knots, and the natural boundary conditions. These enforce the constraint that 

the function is linear beyond the boundary knots, which can either be supplied or 

default to the extremes of the data.  

In fitting flexible piecewise linear model, we face the challenge of choosing both the 

number and the location of the knots. Fortunately, natural splines regression provides a 

clever solution to this dilemma. With natural splines we can avoid selecting the knots 

and instead select an appropriate degrees of freedom and place the knots at suitably 

chosen quantiles of x (which will ignore missing values).  

 The linear mixed model representation of penalized splines for longitudinal responses 

express the mean response as a function of fixed and random effects in a similar way, 

but includes additional random subject effects to account for the correlation among 

repeated measures. 

The mixed model representation of penalized splines results from expressing the 

regression function in terms of fixed and random effects, 

Yi = θ(xi) + fi(xi)+ϵi,        (3.5) 

where 

θ(𝑥i) = β1 + β2xi + ∑ am(𝑥i − km)+
M
m=1       (3.6) 

fi(xi) = b1 + b2xi + ∑ uk(𝑥i − kk)+
K
k=1       (3.7) 

Where amrandom effects, am ∼ N(0, σa
2), (

b1

b2
) ∼ N ([

0
0

] , [
σb1

2 σb1, σb2

σb1, σb2 σb2
2 ]), 

uk ∼ N(0, σu
2) and the errors, ϵij are assumed to be conditionally independent with 

 ϵi ∼ N(0, σϵ
2). Fitzmaurice et al. ( 2011) 

R performs natural splines by using the function ns that generates a basis matrix for 

representing the family of piecewise-cubic splines with the specified sequence of 

interior knots, and the natural boundary conditions. We only need to determine the 

degrees of freedom df. One can supply df rather than the knots, as explained above. 
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Interclass correlation 

Denoted as ICC. With a longitudinal model we can obtain the interclass correlation, 

from the between-firms variation τ2 and the within-firms variation  σ2 by utilizing the 

following formula: 

 ICC =
τ2

τ2+σ2.          (3.7)  

The interclass correlation describes the correlation between observations within the 

same subject. It describes the homogeneity of the responses within any group or 

cluster. The size of interclass correlation does not refer to the goodness of the model 

because we do not know the real interclass correlation. However, it is useful to 

understand how much of the overall variation in the response is explained simply by 

accounting grouping of the data. 
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Estimation methods 

The linear regression models is estimated using ordinary least squares. With normal 

errors this is the same as maximum likelihood estimation. 

With mixed models reduced maximum likelihood estimation (REML) has been shown 

to be a better method than maximum likelihood. REML is used because it produces 

less biased estimates of random effects variances, improves the AIC and BIC and is 

less sensitive to outliers Fitzmaurice et al. ( 2011). REML takes the likelihood and 

partition it into two components. The first component is a likelihood of one or more 

statistics and involves all fixed parameters like the mean (and may involve variance 

parameters as well). The second component is a residual likelihood and involves only 

the variance parameters of the random effects. We then maximize each component 

separately. The estimates of the variance parameters are known as REML estimates 

(O’Neill, 2010).  

 

Model Comparison 

 

Model selection criterion for this study is the Akaike information criterion (AIC) 

introduced by Akaike (1979) in his seminal paper “An advantage with AIC” is that it 

can compare non-nested models. The traditional maximum likelihood paradigm, as 

applied to statistical modeling, provides a mechanism for estimating the unknown 

parameters of a model having a specified dimension and structure. Akaike extended 

this paradigm by considering a framework in which the model dimension is also 

unknown, and must therefore be determined from the data. 

The criteria evaluated as: 

AIC = − 2  log Lik + 2 nPar        (3.9) 

BIC = − 2 logLik + n par log( N )                (3.10) 

Where Par denotes the number of parameters in the model and N the total number of 

observations used to fit the model, logLik is the logarithm of the maximal likelihood. 

Since the number of observations are very big so AIC and BIC behaves exactly the 

same and the BIC is always higher than AIC. In very few cases, BIC show superiority 

of another model than AIC does. The AIC tend to choose larger models and BIC tend 

to choose smaller models. In these few cases, the values of differences between their 

equivalent BIC values are so little such that I neglect BIC for the minor results where 

both criterion select the same model. However, I keep all BIC values stored in the 

Appendix tables. 

Another model comparison tool is the visual inspection of residuals i.e. fitted values vs 

standardized residuals. In addition to residuals should not show any trend, the scatter 

plot of residuals should also show a symmetrical spread of residuals versus fitted 

values around the mean. 

 

Standard error of the regression, is an estimate of the standard deviation of the error 

variance component in the model and is defined as  

SE = √𝑀𝑆𝐸         (3.11) 

where MSE is the mean square error or the residual mean square: 

MSE =
𝑆𝑆𝐸

𝑉
         (3.12) 
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Where SSE is the sum of squared errors and V= n-m. V represents the residual degrees 

of freedom, n the number of response values minus m which represents the number of 

fitted coefficients from the response values. 

Moreover, the likelihood ratio test (LRT) will occasionally be utilized as a tool of 

comparison between nested models with p-value showing the chance of being the 

selection is wrong. For nested covariance pattern models, a likelihood ratio test statistic 

can be constructed that compares “full” and “reduced” models. Two models are said to 

be nested when the “reduced” model is a special case of the “full” model Fitzmaurice 

et al. (2011). Though, Likelihood comparisons are not meaningful for models fit using 

restricted maximum likelihood and with different fixed effects, however, we still can 

use it for the same number of fixed effects Pinheiro, et al. (2015).  

 

LRT = 2(loglik(larger model) − loglik(smaller model1))  (3.13) 

 

All R packages used in this thesis returns model comparison statistics. 
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4. Results 
This chapter presents the results obtained in this thesis. I describing the data and 

illustrate the importance of the longitudinal data structure using the estimated random effects 

from mixed models. Finally, I present results on the nonlinearity using the natural cubic 

splines. 

Multiple linear model vs longitudinal model 

 

Table 4.1 displays the estimated fixed effects in both models, the multiple linear 

regression model and the linear mixed effects model or the longitudinal model, which 

only considers random intercept i.e. no random slope. The LRT shows that the multiple 

linear model has a significantly lower log likelihood value compared to the 

longitudinal model. Due to that difference, the AIC tells an identical story about the 

superiority of the longitudinal model. 

 

 

 

Longitudinal model Multiple linear model 

AIC 

BIC 

logLik 

33764.39 

33815.92 

-16875.19 

 39420.54 

39496.36 

-19720.09 

 

Value Std.Error Estimate Std. Error 

Grand Intercept -1.0923300 0.06243071 -0.7837 0.039879 

Tang 1.2095790 0.08218147 1.206522 0.055263 

Mbtr -0.3721032 0.00649431 -0.46131 0.007083 

Logsale 0.1839258 0.00982648 0.148335 0.006229 

Profit -1.7546148 0.05704080 -2.03671 0.060498 

LRT of  Multilevel Model vs mixed effects model 5689.797,  p-value<.0001 

Table 4.1 Multiple linear regression vs Mixed effect model 

 

Table 4.1 shows that there are some differences in the estimated coefficients (grand 

intercept, Mbtr, profit and logsale) and some differences in most standard errors. The 

standard errors however, gets affected by considering the longitudinal data structure. 

Neglecting the data structure, however, in multilevel model has pulled the grand 

intercept close to zero. Moreover, the amount of variability around the overall mean is 

larger than the amount of variability in case of longitudinal model. This leads to a 

larger standard error for the grand intercept of longitudinal model.  

Further inferences in favoring of the longitudinal mixed effects model is represented 

by attaining the interclass correlation (Equation 3.7) in Table 4.2. Since, τ2 > 0, then, 

heterogeneity is present. Furthermore because the variability between firms τ2 is larger 

than the variability within firms σ2, the longitudinal modelling in which predictors are 

included to explain differences between firms is likely to be productive. This is 

reflected in the ICC between observations coming from the same firm, which is 

0.5373376, a sizeable value and far from 0, which means that around 54% of leverage 

correlation coming from the same firm. In other words the correlation of observations 

within a firm is about 54%. 
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The results in Table 4.1 and 4.2 show the importance of accounting for the longitudinal 

data structure to obtain the variation between and within firms. Moreover, a limitation 

of the multiple linear regression model in this situation is that it ignores the fact that 

observations on the same firm are dependent. 

Scatter plots of the residuals in Figure 4.1 show that the mean is zero and residuals are 

symmetrically scattered around the mean and there is no clear trend in the case of 

longitudinal model. On the contrary, Figure 4.2 shows unsymmetrical residuals around 

the mean with a clear heteroscedastic trend. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Scatter plot of fitted values vs standardized residuals for the longitudinal 

mixed effects model.

 
Figure 4.2 Scatter plot of fitted values vs standardized residuals for the multiple linear 

regression model. 

 

Variance Value 

variation between firms τ2 0.988714 

variation within firms  σ2 0.85131 

Interclass Correlation ICC 0.5373376 

Table 4.2. Covariance of the longitudinal model 
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Linear Mixed Model 

The mixed model in Eq. 3.2 has revealed useful information about the variance and 

correlation.  

 

Table 4.3 below explores the fit of different mixed models with different subsets of 

covariates having random effects. The experiments were performed such that the fixed 

covariates were left untouched but the random covariates were subject to different 

settings.  
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Table 4.3 Comparisons of different mixed models with only one random slope. Two 

groups of models are compared: group No.1 Random slopes only, No Random 

Intercept and group No.2 Random Slopes And Random Intercept. The models are 

compared by AIC and BIC. However ICC is added for illustrations reason only. Each 

model has its own model R-code. For example, Model rs1.sub tang in the Group No.1 

is for example a model with random slope only on tang and no random intercept. 

 

Table 4.3 shows big differences especially in AIC and BIC values that strengthen the 

assumption of keeping the random intercept in the mixed model. Appendix A Table (6) 

of direct comparisons of all nested models show that LRT has also preferred all models 

that belong to group No.2. In table 4.3, however, I only refer to one LRT of two nested 

models namely Model No.4 and 5. 

The ICC values show that eliminating the intercept costs to lose the ICC due to 

neglecting the structure of longitudinal data. Note that group No.1 column ICC filled 

with not available sign (-) to refer to the unavailability of the ICC value. 

  

No. Group R-name 
Mod 

No. 
AIC BIC Test LRT 

p-

value 
ICC 

 
Random 

Slopes 

Only, 

No 

random 

Intercept 

rs1.sub 

tang 
1 36549.49 36601.0 

   
- 

1 
rs2.sub 

mbtr 
2 35259.89 35311.4 

   
- 

 
rs3.sub 

logsale 
3 35733.91 35785.4 

   
- 

 
rs4.sub 

profit 
4 37613.49 37665.0 

   
- 

 

Random 

Slopes 

And 

Random 

Intercept 

rsi4.sub 

profit 
5 33261.42 33320.3 4 av 5 4354.062 <.0001 0.5717936 

2 
rsi1.sub 

tang 
6 33501.66 33560.6    0.5830888 

 
rsi2.sub 

mbtr 
7 33031.41 33090.3    0.5641451 

 
rsi3.sub 

logsale 
8 33668.48 33727.4    0.5273973 

Table 4.3 Comparisons of Random Slopes & Random Slopes and intercept 
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Of note, even the model in Table 4.3 group No.1 with lowest AIC show substantial 

heteroscedasticity, see below Figure 4.3. In contrast, the same model from group No.2 

with a random intercept shows no signs of heteroscedasticity, see Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.3 Scatter plot of fitted values vs standardized residuals for the mixed model 

with random slope on mbtr but without inclusion of the random intercept. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4 Scatter plot of fitted values vs standardized residuals for the mixed model 

with random slope on mbtr but with a random intercept. 
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Having selected the random slopes and intercepts, the next step shows an advanced 

combinations of best mixed models. 

 

 

Table 4.4 Comparisons of different mixed models with two or more covariates with 

random slopes. The models are compared by AIC and BIC. ICC, however, is added for 

illustrations reason only. Each model has its own model code. For example, Model 

crs1tang, mbtr. Group No.1 involves random intercept and two slopes namely tang and 

mbtr. 

Table 4.4 shows slight differences between AIC, BIC values of the ten models. The 

three groups of models reveal that LRT give superiority to group No.3, see Appendix 

A Table 9, that confirms this finding for all nested models. Likelihood ratio 

significantly refer to group No.3 which involves a random intercept and all covariates 

are random slopes. 

The best model according to these comparisons is model No.10 in Table 4.4. The 

model involves random intercept and all covariates are allowed to be random slopes.  

Though ICC is not one of the model comparison statistics however it has a relatively 

sizeable value in model No.10.  

 

The residual scatter plots show a slight difference between the best models. According 

to their AIC values in Table 4.4 I selected models No. 5, 8 and 10 and plot their 

standardized residuals against the fitted values for each model and illustrated them in 

Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 respectively. The plots look similar to each other with a slight 

No. Group description R-name 
Mo 

No. 
AIC BIC ICC 

 

Random intercept 

And 

Two Slopes 

  

  

crs1 

tang,mbtr 
1 32765.28 32831.53 0.6114434 

 crs2 

tang,logsale 
2 33391.71 33457.96 0.5989923 

1 crs3 

tang,profit 
3 32980.95 33047.2 0.6227946 

 crs4 

mbtr,logsale 
4 32957.05 33023.3 0.5322782 

 crs5 

mbtr,profit 
5 32649.95 32716.2 0.6135876 

 crs6 

logsale,profit 
6 33191.79 33258.04 0.5482973 

2 

Random intercept 

And 

Three Slopes  

crs.3.1 

tang,mbtr,logsale 
7 32677.96 32751.57 0.5956163 

crs.3.2 

tang,mbtr,profit 
8 32386.58 32460.19 0.6654285 

crs.3.3 

mbtr,logsale,profit 
9 32583.61 32657.22 0.5817213 

3 Random intercept 

And All Slopes 
crs.4.1 10 32309.66 32390.63 0.6447266 

Table 4.4 Combinations of Random Slopes and intercept 
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goodness of model No.10, i.e. Figure 4.7, which has a better scattered residuals around 

zero without any clear trend. 

 

 
Figure 4.5 Scatter plot of fitted values vs standardized residuals for the mixed model 

with random slope on mbtr and profit and with a random intercept. Model No.5 in 

Table 4.4. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.6 Scatter plot of fitted values vs standardized residuals for the mixed model 

with random slope on tang, mbtr and profit and with a random intercept. Model No.8 

in Table 4.4. 
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Figure 4.7 Scatter plot of fitted values vs standardized residuals for the mixed model 

with having all covariates i.e. tang, mbtr, logsale and profit to be random slopes and 

with having a random intercept in the model i.e. Model No.10 in Table 4.4. 

 

The best linear mixed model according to evidence of LRT with significant p-value, 

see Appendix A Table 9, low AIC & BIC, and scatter plots show that Tangibility, 

Market- to book ratio, Logarithm of sales and Profitability are associated with high 

interclass leverage variation.  
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Non-linear Mixed Models  

Investigating all possible combinations of natural splines in mixed models I found that 

the nonlinear models should include random intercepts and random slopes too. Degrees 

of freedom df which are the number of spline knots have been set to four. Setting the df 

to four was determined by another combination of comparisons see Appendix A Table 

7. 

 
 

 

Group 
Group 

description 
R-name M Df AIC BIC logLik 

1 All Splines allS.df4 1 23 31137.28 31306.57 -15545.6 

2 

Three 

Splines 

Df=4 

tmlS.df4 2 20 31149.74 31296.95 -15554.9 

mlpS.df4 3 20 31136.86 31284.07 -15548.4 

tlpS.df4 4 20 32224.6 32371.81 -16092.3 

tmpS.df4 5 20 31148.48 31295.69 -15554.2 

3 

Two splines 

Df=4 
lpS.df4 6 17 32223.86 32348.99 -16094.9 

tmS.df4 7 17 31164.46 31289.59 -15565.2 

tpS.df4 8 17 32233.68 32358.81 -16099.8 

tlS.df4 9 17 32294.72 32419.85 -16130.4 

mpS.df4 10 17 31148.68 31273.81 -15557.3 

mlS.df4 11 17 31148.64 31273.77 -15557.3 

4 

One 

spline 

Df=4 

tS.df4 12 14 32310.69 32413.74 -16141.3 

mS.df4 13 14 31163.91 31266.96 -15568 

lS.df4 14 14 32293.53 32396.59 -16132.8 

pS.df4 15 14 32233.32 32336.38 -16102.7 

Table 4.5 Combination of 3 groups differing only by number of splines.  

Df=4, random slopes tang, mbtr, logsale and profit. 

Table 4.5 has four groups of models all of them have four df and all covariates namely 

tang, mbtr, logsale and profit are set to be random slopes. However, the groups are 

only different by the number of covariates that are associated with splines. Group No.1 

has the four covariates associated with splines, Group No.2 with three covariates 

associated with splines, Group No.3 with two covariates associated with splines and 

Group No.4 has one covariate associated with spline.  

The table show that the lowest AIC value is associated with the model that has the 

covariates mbtr, logsale and profit associated with splines, see Group No.2 Model 

No.3. The BIC, however, selected model No.13 in Group No.4 that is associated with 

only mbtr as a unique nonlinear covariate. BIC selection attracts our attention towards 

the fact that the covariate mbtr has a nonlinear relation with response covariate 

leverage. See models 1, 2, 5, 7, 10, 11 and 13 in Table 4.5. 

This finding leads to another fact that Table 4.5 shows good readings of all AIC values 

of the models that include Market-to book ratio among those covariates that are 

associated with splines.  

Hence, the best model should at least include Market to book ratio as a nonlinear 

variable that is associated with spline as BIC merely confirms this fact.  
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Accordingly model No.12 in group No.4 in Table 4.5 is the best model of all models 

throughout this paper. This model combines Tangibility, Market-to book ratio, 

Logarithm of sale and Profitability as random slopes in addition to Market-to book 

ratio variable associated with spline with only four degrees of freedom. 

 
Figure 4.8 Scatter plot of fitted values vs standardized residuals for the mixed model 

with random intercept and all covariates are allowed to vary randomly between 

samples involves also spline on covariate Market- to book ratio with df=4. Model 

No.12 group No. 4 in Table 4.5.  

 

The heteroscedasticity Figure shows the best improvement of modeling nonlinearity. It 

is clear that residuals are symmetrical around zero and there is no clear trend. 

 

The nonlinear mixed models show that having splines on the financial covariates 

Market- to book ratio only four degrees of freedom, in addition to including 

Tangibility, Market- to book ratio and profitability as random slopes are all associated 

with highest LRT and lowest AIC. 
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5.Discussion  
Comparing with earlier studies, my study seems to be closely related to those with an 

investigative approach in which models were built gradually from simple to more 

complex and different models are compared. It is difficult to decision on the transitions 

between models and many of the compared models has closer AIC, BIC and even ICC 

values, see Appendix A, Table 5. 

This work tries to infer the longitudinal structure data of leverage as a function of a set 

of covariates. These covariates are all important according to all previous studies. The 

problem is to find a better explanation of the behavior of financial covariates. I 

compare multiple linear regression models, linear mixed effects model and nonlinear 

mixed effects models i.e. longitudinal model. The models are compared based on 

Likelihood Ratio test, AIC, BIC and scatter plots of residuals against fitted values. The 

effects were studied and compared. 

The mixed effects models give a huge improvement over the multiple linear model. 

The nonlinear models are shown to add further improvement over the linear mixed 

effects. 

The individual model comparisons are discussed as follows: 

Multiple linear model vs longitudinal model  

Multiple linear model with all covariates has zero ICC, poor AIC, BIC and the 

residuals show substantial heterogeneity. 

Treating firms as groups by which the regression model considers the data structure 

returned the variation between and within firms. Moreover, the limitation of the 

multiple linear regression model in this situation is that it ignores the fact that 

observations from the same firm are dependent. The mixed models revealed goodness 

in all aspects. Though, the standard errors in the linear regression model are too small 

as a result of this model ignores any correlation within firms. In other words, multiple 

linear model refer to a lower standard errors of what were discovered later as random 

slopes, this misleading standard error have been attributed to the consideration of data 

structure in the mixed effects model.   

Scatter plots of the residuals from the longitudinal mixed effects model show that the 

residuals are symmetrically scattered around the mean and there is no clear trend, 

which is in the contrast to the multiple linear model. 

 

Linear Mixed Model 

The combination of models were created carefully and revealed the importance of 

random intercept & slopes as the best approach to tackle these financial longitudinal 

data. When removing the random intercept from the mixed model we lose an important 

aspect of the model, namely the random intercept that provides the variance between 

firms; in addition, the variance within firms becomes unrealistic. 

  

AIC values and LRT showed that a model that involves a random intercept and all 

covariates as random slopes was the best linear mixed model. At this stage, AIC values 

and the residual plots of longitudinal models seem to be similar to each other. The AIC 

values of longitudinal models are not as large as the AIC value of multiple linear 

model and longitudinal model.  
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The best mixed model show that tangibility, Market- to book ratio, logsale and 

profitability are associated with lowest AIC. In addition, they are found associated with 

high value of ICC of leverage variation. 

Mixed effect models treat coefficients parameters as random, rather than fixed, and 

assume that they are uncorrelated with covariates included in the regression model; 

that is, the coefficients parameters are assumed to be uncorrelated with fixed 

covariates and also uncorrelated with random errors. This particular finding can be 

seen in the Appendix B Figure 2, where different mixed models are assumed however, 

random effects are never affected by number of covariates. 

 

 

Non-linear Mixed Models 

The groups of combinations were built based on three aspects. Combination involved 

only random intercept based group, on random slopes based group see Appendix A, 

Table 6 and df/knots based group see Appendix A, Table 7. 

The combinations of nonlinear mixed models revealed the final non-linear longitudinal 

model. Treating the covariate Market-to book ratio as non-linear covariate by assuming 

four degrees of freedom contributes to a lower AIC & BIC values. Thus, the best non-

linear longitudinal model is a combination of natural splines and random intercept and 

slopes. Of note, including all covariates as random slopes and treating Market-to book 

ratio as nonlinear covariate has led to large ICC. 

The importance of nonlinear mixed model comes from understanding its parameters. 

The model captures the Fixed Overall mean or the grand mean around which the fixed 

slopes are captured too. In addition, a random intercept that captures between firms 

variation is present too, the random slopes around the intercept, the variability within 

the same firm is captured and finally the ICC coming from the same firm is present too 

see Appendix A Table 1.  

In the single level longitudinal model, each firm has its own line, and those lines are 

parallel to the overall grand intercept see Appendix A Table 3 and Table 4. 

Worth to mention here is that the different selection between AIC & BIC comes from 

the nature of these criterion. BIC is more conservative method than AIC. Some BIC 

values are lower than some other BIC values on the same table. Which means that BIC 

selects not the same model as AIC does. These cases are very rare with insignificant 

differences see Table 4.5 and Appendix A Table 7. 
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Table 5.1 below, shows the improvement achieved by utilizing nonlinear mixed effects 

model for longitudinal data. 

 

 

Model Name R-name df AIC BIC ICC 

Non-linear longitudinal 

model  
mS.df4 

14 31163.91 31266.96 0.6268212 

Mixed effects model crs.3.2 10 32386.58 32460.19 0.665429 

Random intercept model sm.sub 7 33764.39 33815.92 0.537338 

Random slopes model rs2.sub 7 35259.89 35311.41 NA 

Random slopes & 

intercept 
rsi2.sub 

8 33031.41 33090.3 0.564145 

Multiple linear model lm.sub 6 39452.19 39496.36 NA 

Table 5.1 A synthesis of all important models 

Table 5.1. List all important models throughout this thesis. 

Nonlinear-mixed model has the lowest AIC & BIC values than all other models. ICC is 

present on mixed effects models with only random intercept and slope(s). The ICC of 

the best model, i.e. Non-linear longitudinal model, tells that 63% of the overall 

variation in the response “Leverage” is explained by having the covariate Market-to 

book ratio associated with spline and all covariates are allowed to be random slopes. 
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6. Conclusions and future work  
I have investigated the presence of within firm correlation in the analysis of firms’ 

leverages and its consequences. I compare multiple linear regression with both linear 

and nonlinear mixed effects models on a longitudinal dataset with 1000 firms. The 

results show that the best, nonlinear longitudinal, model is having spline with only four 

degrees of freedom associated with one covariate “Market-to book ratio”, in addition to 

including all covariates as random slopes.  

All financial covariates are shown to be useful, however, not all of them are 

recommended to have random slopes nor nonlinear form.  

This work can be further extended by looking into estimation of Non-Linear Mixed 

Effects models considering normal/independent distributions for the error term and 

random effects, under the Bayesian paradigm. 
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Appendix A Tables 

Appendix A Table 1: Coefficients Natural Spline Mixed Model 

 

Parameter Estimate Standard 

Error 

Explanation 

β0 
-1.1972376 0.08915765 

The Fixed Overall mean or th

e grand mean 

βtang 
0.3359809 Df=1 

0.3448487 Df=2 

0.7921627 Df=3 

1.1299143 Df=4 
 

0.06188097 

0.08020224 

0.1241933 

0.10579483 
 

The slope of tangibility 

around the intercept. Each 

value corresponds to the df/ 

knot by which the slope fits 

better to the model. 

βmbtr 
-0.4850673 

0.01349269 The slope of Market- to book 

ratio around the intercept. 

βlogsale 

 

 

1.308031   Df=1 

1.4722016 Df=2 

2.3459614 Df=3 

1.2850822 Df=4 
 

0.08735346 

0.08784679 

0.1652989 

0.10737745 
 

The slope of logarithm of 

sales around the intercept.  

βprofit 
-1.9220902 

0.1114595 The slope of profitability 

around the intercept 

τ0
2 

1.19171560 1.0916573 

Random intercept/Between 

firms variation 

τ𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔
2  

4.39592029 2.096645 

Random slope of Tangibility 

around the intercept 

τmbtr
2  

0.07423903 0.2724684 

Random slope of Market- to 

book ratio around the 

intercept 

τprofit
2  

4.36652768 2.0896238 

Random slope of profitability 

around the intercept 

σ2 
0.60147701 0.7755495 

Variability from the same 

firm 

ICC =
τ2

τ2 + σ2
 

1.19171560/(0.60147701

+1.19171560) = 

 0.6645776 

 

 interclass correlation between 

observations coming from the 

same firm 

AIC 32361.03   

Appendix A table 1: Coefficients Natural Spline Mixed Model sprsi2.tmp.df4.tl 
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Appendix A Table 2: Coefficients Natural Spline Mixed Model 

 

Parameter Estimate Standard 

Error 

Explanation 

β0 
0.915326 0.146674 

The Fixed Overall mean the gra

nd mean 

βtang 
1.16125 0.078337 

The slope of tangibility 

around the intercept 

βmbtr 

 

 
-1.50799 Df=1 

-2.50999 Df=2 

-3.74213 Df=3 

-2.91191 Df=4 
 

0.040419 

0.066393 

0.097066 

0.098502 
 

The slope of Market- to 

book ratio around the 

intercept. Each value 

corresponds to the df/ knot 

by which the slope fits 

better to the model. 

βlogsale 

 

 

1.133436   Df=1 

1.318363 Df=2 

2.111928 Df=3 

1.151704 Df=4 
 

0.082492 

0.081678 

0.155676 

0.097938 
 

The slope of logarithm of 

sales around the intercept.  

βprofit 

 

-1.67943 Df=1 

-1.52067 Df=2 

-3.37383 Df=3 

-1.2221 Df=4 
 

0.132674 

0.100105 

0.247913 

0.097719 
 

The slope of profitability 

around the intercept 

τ0
2 

0.84947323 

 Random 

intercept/Between firms 

variation 

τmbtr
2  

0.03353042 

 Random slope of Market- 

to book ratio around the 

intercept 

τprofit
2  

3.35313808 

 Random slope of 

profitability around the 

intercept 

σ2 
0.61986918 

 Variability from the same 

firm 

ρ =
τ2

τ2 + σ2
 0.84947323/(0.61986918+ 

0.84947323)= 

 0.5781316 

 interclass correlation 

between observations 

coming from the same 

firm 

AIC 31480.98   

Appendix A table 2: Coefficients Natural Spline Mixed Model sprsi2.mp.df4.mlp 
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Appendix A table 3: Random Effects coefficients, this table has been created to only 

describe the coefficients of non-linear mixed model. 
 

ranef (sprsi2.mp.df4.mlp) 

Coefficients 

 Of 

 the  

random  

effects 

Random(Mbtr,Profit) 

Spline(mbtr,logsale,Profit

) 

FirmID "(Intercept)" "mbtr" "profit" 

12 0.727401 -0.05117 -0.25264 

16 -1.80749 0.042258 0.848068 

22 -0.52951 -0.00402 -0.19937 

27 -0.02682 -0.01362 -0.14867 

28 -1.08445 0.076058 0.766257 

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ 
Appendix A table 3: Random coefficients Spline(sprsi2.mp.df4.mlp) 

 

Appendix A Table 4: Fixed effects parameters 

Coef (model) 

Coefficients 

Of Fixed effects 

Random(Mbtr,Profit) 

Spline(mbtr,logsale,Profit) 

FirmID  Intercept tang mbtr profit 

12 1.642727 1.16125 -0.05117 -0.25264 

16 -0.89216 1.16125 0.042258 0.848068 

22 0.385813 1.16125 -0.00402 -0.19937 

27 0.888501 1.16125 -0.01362 -0.14867 

28 -0.16912 1.16125 0.076058 0.766257 

            

Mbtr  Spline df=4 FirmID mbtr_1 mbtr_2 mbtr_3 mbtr_4 

  12 -1.50799 -2.50999 -3.74213 -2.91191 

  16 -1.50799 -2.50999 -3.74213 -2.91191 

  22 -1.50799 -2.50999 -3.74213 -2.91191 

  27 -1.50799 -2.50999 -3.74213 -2.91191 

  28 -1.50799 -2.50999 -3.74213 -2.91191 

            

logsale  Spline df=4 FirmID logsale_1 logsale_2 logsale_3 logsale_4 

  12 1.133436 1.318363 2.111928 1.151704 

  16 1.133436 1.318363 2.111928 1.151704 

  22 1.133436 1.318363 2.111928 1.151704 

  27 1.133436 1.318363 2.111928 1.151704 

  28 1.133436 1.318363 2.111928 1.151704 

            

Profit  Spline df=4 FirmID profit_1 profit_2 profit_3 profit_4 

  12 -1.67943 -1.52067 -3.37383 -1.2221 

  16 -1.67943 -1.52067 -3.37383 -1.2221 

  22 -1.67943 -1.52067 -3.37383 -1.2221 

  27 -1.67943 -1.52067 -3.37383 -1.2221 

  28 -1.67943 -1.52067 -3.37383 -1.2221 

Appendix A table 4: Fixed effects parameters of a non-linear mixed model 

sprsi2.mp.df4.mlp 

 

Appendix A Table 5: Random intercept & 1, 2 or 3 slopes  
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 Group 

description  R-name Mo AIC BIC logLik LRT p-value 

ICC 

Apply 

splines 

df=4 on 

Three 

covariates 

sprsi2.mp.df4.mlp 1 31480.98 31613.46 -15722.5     

0.578

1316 

sprsi2.mp.df4.tlp 2 32537.75 32670.24 -16250.9     

0.603

4512 

sprsi2.mp.df4.tmp 3 31502.58 31635.07 -15733.3     

0.579

6252 

sprsi2.mp.df4.tml 4 31499.58 31632.07 -15731.8     

0.581

869 

Apply 

splines 

df=4 on 

Two 

covariates 

sprsi2.mp.df4.lp 5 32538.34 32648.75 -16254.2 

1044

.766 <.0001 

0.601

2628 

sprsi2.mp.df4.tm 6 31525.15 31635.56 -15747.6     

0.581

5504 

sprsi2.mp.df4.tp 7 32557.75 32668.16 -16263.9     

0.604

4994 

sprsi2.mp.df4.tl 8 32619.75 32730.16 -16294.9     

0.613

6684 

sprsi2.mp.df4.mp 9 31501.51 31611.92 -15735.8     

0.577

7841 

Apply 

splines 

df=4 on 

one 

covariates 

sprsi2.mp.df4.t 10 32650.25 32738.58 -16313.1 

1154

.74 <.0001 

0.615

856 

sprsi2.mp.df4.m 11 31523.08 31611.41 -15749.5     

0.579

7057 

sprsi2.mp.df4.l 12 32619.66 32707.99 -16297.8     

0.611

1931 

sprsi2.mp.df4.p 13 32558.48 32646.82 -16267.2     

0.602

5497 

Appendix A table 5: Combination : Apply splines df=4 on less number of covariates 
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Appendix A Table 6: Slopes Vs Slopes & intercept Likelihood ratio tests 

Tang Model df AIC BIC logLik Test LRT p-value 

rs1.sub 1 7 36549.49 36601.01 -18267.74 

   rsi1.sub 2 8 33501.66 33560.55 -16742.83 1 vs2 3049.823 <.0001 

Mbtr Model df AIC BIC logLik Test LRT p-value 

rs2.sub 1 7 35259.89 35311.41 -17622.94 

   rsi2.sub 2 8 33031.41 33090.30 -16507.71 1 vs2 2230.474 <.0001 

Logsale Model df AIC BIC logLik Test LRT p-value 

rs3.sub 1 7 35733.91 35785.44 -17859.96 

   rsi3.sub 2 8 33668.48 33727.37 -16826.24 1 vs2 2067.426 <.0001 

Profit Model df AIC BIC logLik Test LRT p-value 

rs4.sub 1 7 37613.49 37665.01 -18799.74 

   rsi4.sub 2 8 33261.42 33320.31 -16622.71 1 vs2 4354.062 <.0001 

Appendix A Table 6 Comparisons of Random Slopes & Random Slopes and intercept 

 

 

Appendix A Table 7: Degrees of freedom Combinations 

 Group description R-name AIC BIC ICC 

All splines df=10 

Mbtr, profit ranom slope. 
 sprsi2.mp.df10 31565.59 31896.71 

0.5781233 
 

All splines df=9 

Mbtr, profit ranom slope. 
 sprsi2.mp.df9 31548.77 31850.47 

0.5782445 

All splines df=7 

Mbtr, profit ranom slope. 
 sprsi2.mp.df7 31512.75 31755.6 

0.5788167 

All splines df=4 

Mbtr, profit ranom slope. 
 sprsi2.mp.df4 31482.66 31637.23 

0.5801304 

All splines df=3 

Mbtr, profit ranom slope. 
 sprsi2.mp.df3 31495.42 31620.54 

0.5829534 

Appendix A table 7: Combination of all possible degrees of freedom of the 

best mixed model 
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Appendix A Table 8: Non-nested models. 

  Model df AIC BIC logLik Test LRT p-value 

rsi2.sub 1 8 33031.41 33090.3 -16507.7       

lm.sub 2 6 39452.19 39496.36 -19720.1 1 Vs2 6424.78 <.0001 

rs2.sub 3 7 35259.89 35311.41 -17622.9 2vs3 4194.3 <.0001 

sm.sub 4 7 33764.39 33815.92 -16875.2       

crs.3.2 5 10 32386.58 32460.19 -16183.3 4vs5 1383.81 <.0001 

sprsi2.tmp.df4.m 6 13 31224.76 31320.46 -15599.4 5vs6 1167.82 <.0001 

  Model df AIC BIC logLik Test LRT p-value 

sprsi2.tmp.df4.m 1 13 31224.76 31320.46 -15599.4       

crs.3.2 2 10 32386.58 32460.19 -16183.3 1 Vs2 1167.82 <.0001 

sm.sub 3 7 33764.39 33815.92 -16875.2 2vs3 1383.81 <.0001 

rs2.sub 4 7 35259.89 35311.41 -17622.9       

rsi2.sub 5 8 33031.41 33090.3 -16507.7 4vs5 2230.48 <.0001 

lm.sub 6 6 39452.19 39496.36 -19720.1 5vs6 6424.78 <.0001 

 Appendix A table 8: different order of non-nested models. 
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Appendix A Table 9: Comparisons for selecting sufficient slopes Likelihood ratio test nested 

models 

tang,mbtr VS tang,mbtr,logssale 

 

Model df AIC BIC logLik Test 
 

p-value 

crs1 1 9 32765.28 32831.53 -16373.64 
   crs.3.1 2 10 32677.96 32751.57 -16328.98 1 vs 2 89.32246 <.0001 

         tang,mbtr VS tang,mbtr,profit 

 

Model df AIC BIC logLik Test LRT p-value 

crs1 1 9 32765.28 32831.53 -16373.64 
   crs.3.2 2 10 32386.58 32460.19 -16183.29 1 vs 2 380.7001 <.0001 

         mbtr,logsale VS mbtr,logsale,profit 

 

Model df AIC BIC logLik Test LRT p-value 

crs4 1 9 32957.05 33023.30 -16469.52 
   crs.3.3 2 10 32583.61 32657.22 -16281.80 1 vs 2 375.4409 <.0001 

         mbtr,profit VS mbtr,logsale,profit 

 

Model df AIC BIC logLik Test LRT p-value 

crs5 1 9 32649.95 32716.20 -16315.98 
   crs.3.3 2 10 32583.61 32657.22 -16281.80 1 vs 2 68.34161 <.0001 

         tang,mbtr,logssale VS All Slopes 

 

Model df AIC BIC logLik Test LRT p-value 

crs.3.1 1 10 32677.96 32751.57 -16328.98 
   crs.4.1 2 11 32309.66 32390.63 -16143.83 1 vs 2 370.3004 <.0001 

         tang,mbtr,profit VS All Slopes 

 

Model df AIC BIC logLik Test LRT p-value 

crs.3.2 1 10 32386.58 32460.19 -16183.29 
   crs.4.1 2 11 32309.66 32390.63 -16143.83 1 vs 2 78.92271 <.0001 

         tang,mbtr,profit VS All Slopes 

 

Model df AIC BIC logLik Test LRT p-value 

crs.3.3 1 10 32583.61 32657.22 -16281.80 
   crs.4.1 2 11 32309.66 32390.63 -16143.83 1 vs 2 275.9486 <.0001 

Appendix A Table 9: Comparisons for selecting sufficient slopes nested models Likelihood 

ratio tests 
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Appendix B Figures 

Appendix B Figure 1: Distributions of data 
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Tangibility 
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Appendix B Figure 2: Random effects 

 

 

Random model 1 
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Random model 2 

 

 
 

 

 

Random model 3 
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Random model 4 

 
Random model 5 
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